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Can a reward of an uncertain magnitude be more motivating than a reward of a certain magnitude? This research documents the motivating-uncertainty effect and specifies when this effect occurs. People invest more effort, time, and money to qualify for an uncertain reward (e.g., a 50% chance at $2 and a 50% chance at $1) than a certain reward of a higher expected value (e.g., a 100% chance at $2). This effect arises only when people focus on the process of pursuing a reward, not when they focus on the outcome (the reward itself). When the focus is on the process of reward pursuit, uncertainty generates positive experience such as excitement and hence increases motivation. Four studies involving real rewards lend support to the motivating-uncertainty effect. This research carries theoretical implications for research on risk preference and motivation and practical implications for how to devise cost-efficient consumer incentive systems.

Consumers often invest resources such as effort, time, or money toward a reward of an uncertain magnitude. We seek to answer a foundational question in consumer psychology: how reward uncertainty affects resource investment. Does uncertainty increase or decrease motivation?

Previous research offers contradictory answers. On the one hand, both normative theories (e.g., Expected-Utility Theory; Bernoulli 1738; von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944) and descriptive theories (e.g., Prospect Theory; Kahneman and Tversky 1979) predict that when facing gain options, people are risk averse and prefer a reward of a certain magnitude over a reward of an uncertain magnitude. This preference is robust and universal in evaluations of outcomes, and thus it is possible that people would express higher motivation toward a reward of a certain magnitude.

On the other hand, research on affective experience shows that people sometimes enjoy uncertainty (Marschak 1950; Pascal 1670; Vosgerau, Wertenbroch, and Carmon 2006; Wagenaar 1989; Wilson et al. 2005), and thus it is also possible that people would express higher motivation toward a reward of an uncertain magnitude.

In this research, we propose that a reward of an uncertain magnitude can be more motivating than a reward of a certain magnitude, even if the uncertain reward is objectively worse. We focus on the uncertainty about the magnitude of the reward; that is, we compare rewards of a fixed and known magnitude with rewards of a probabilistic (i.e., uncertain) magnitude. We define motivation as the investment of resources, including time, money, and effort, that people expend to acquire a reward (Touré-Tillery and Fishbach 2014). For example, we compare how high bidders will bid for an item of an uncertain magnitude (e.g., a bag that contains either 10 or 5 chocolate truffles with even chances) with how high they will bid for an item of a certain magnitude.
People invest effort, time, and money in pursuit of rewards (Amir and Ariely 2008; Hsee, Yu, et al. 2003; Kivetz 2005; Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006; Koo and Fishbach 2010; Nunes and Drèze 2006; Soman 1998; Zhang and Huang 2010; Zhang et al. 2011). We distinguish between two basic types of rewards that people pursue: certain and uncertain. A certain reward has a fixed and known magnitude, \( V \); an uncertain reward has several (i.e., at least two) potential magnitudes with known or unknown probabilities. We compare motivation toward a certain reward, for example, a 100% chance of getting \( V \), to motivation toward an uncertain reward, for example, a 50% chance of getting \( V \) and a 50% chance of getting \( c \). In our paradigm, we only compare positive values (i.e., \( V \) is always positive), and the largest reward magnitude is held constant across the certain- and uncertain-reward conditions (i.e., \( c \) is always a positive value smaller than \( V \)).

This paradigm provides a strong test for the motivational impact of uncertainty because the best-case scenario—receiving \( V \)—is the same across both the certain and uncertain rewards and the certain reward always has a higher expected value. Alternatively, if we had kept the expected value constant by introducing a probable option of a higher magnitude (e.g., certain reward: a 100% chance at \( 10 \); uncertain reward: a 50% chance at \( $15 \) and a 50% chance at \( $5 \), a stronger motivation toward the uncertain reward could have been the result of the desire for the best possible outcome (\$15 in the example above; see research on consumer optimism: Dhar, Gonzales-Vallejo, and Soman 1995, 1999; Goldsmith and Amir 2010).

In our dominated-uncertainty paradigm, a person needs to meet a performance standard in order to qualify for a reward. The performance standard can be known, unknown, or revealed in the course of pursuing the reward. For example, people may need to meet a given standard, do better than others without information on others’ performance, or exceed others’ bids in a multiple-round unsealed auction. Regardless of performance standards, a greater investment of resources increases the chance of qualifying for a reward and indicates stronger motivation. Although the investment of resources is under personal control, the size of the reward is not. For those qualifying for an uncertain reward, the exact reward magnitude is determined by chance. It is completely independent of their motivation, and all people are aware that the magnitude of the reward is out of their personal control. In fact, our paradigm reflects many everyday situations in which the final reward depends on a combination of motivation (effort) and uncontrollable factors (luck).

Existing motivation research has explored other types of uncertainty. Specifically, research on achievement motivation has varied the probability of successful goal attainment and found that people express strong motivation for moderately difficult tasks (Atkinson 1957; Brehm and Self 1989; Locke and Latham 2006). A moderate probability of success increases motivation because the task poses a challenge, which increases physiological arousal (Brehm et al. 1983). Our paradigm is different because we do not manipulate the likelihood of successful performance; however, we share the intuition that uncertainty, albeit from a different source, can trigger positive feelings and physiological arousal.

**FOCUS ON THE PROCESS VERSUS THE OUTCOME OF REWARD PURSUIT**

We suggest that uncertainty is exciting and predict that uncertainty increases motivation by generating positive experience during the pursuit of a reward of an uncertain magnitude. Research has shown that uncertainty about positive outcomes stimulates positive feelings and arousal (i.e., excitement and enjoyment; Bar-Anan, Wilson, and Gilbert 2009; Berns et al. 2001; Lee and Qiu 2009; Moon and Nelson 2014; Schultz, Dayan, and Montague 1997; Wilson et al. 2005; Zillmann 1983). Thus, uncertainty can be a source of positive experience. Other research, in turn, has suggested that positive feelings increase motivation (Erez and Isern 2002; Fishbach, Shah, and Kruglanski 2004; Klein and Fishbach 2014; Kuhl and Kazén 1999). That is, people prefer to pursue actions that are associated with positive feelings and work harder in those actions than in affect-neutral actions (Custers and Aarts 2005; Czikszentmihalyi 1990; Ferguson 2008; Fishbach and Choi 2012).

Importantly, positive experience should matter when people focus on pursuing the reward and not when they focus on evaluating reward outcomes. People naturally attend to the process during the reward pursuit (e.g., in goal striving), and during this phase, consummatory and affect-rich aspects increase motivation (Andrade and Iyer 2009; Choi and Fishbach 2011; Deci and Ryan 1985; Jeffrey 2009; Kivetz 2003; Le Menestrel 2001; Millar and Tesser 1986; Sansone et al. 1992). By contrast, people spontaneously attend to the outcome of their actions when prospectively deciding whether and how much to invest in pursuit of a reward (e.g., in goal setting; Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999; Touré-Tillery and Fishbach 2012). The focus on the outcome elicits a deliberative mind-set in which instrumental and affect-poor aspects are
central to the evaluation of actions (Gollwitzer 2012; Heckhausen 1987; Higgins, Kruglanski, and Pierro 2003; Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004). Thus, uncertainty decreases motivation when people focus on the outcome of the pursuit.

Preliminary evidence for our theory comes from work by Goldsmith and Amir (2010). These authors documented that promotions offering uncertain rewards often have a similar appeal to promotions offering certain rewards because people are innately optimistic. For example, participants in their studies were similarly interested in an uncertain promotion that offered either a desirable can of soda or a less desirable bag of microwave popcorn as they were in a certain promotion that offered a can of soda, because those faced with the uncertain promotion optimistically expected to receive the desirable outcome. The authors also mentioned excitement as an additional mechanism other than optimism but left it untested. By contrast, we predict greater resource investment in pursuit of an uncertain reward than a certain reward. That is, we explore situations in which people respond even more positively to the dominated uncertain reward than to the certain reward. Moreover, we empirically show that uncertainty brings excitement and boosts motivation.

Notably, an increase in motivation when people pursue a reward of uncertain magnitude might also reflect an illusion of control (Langer 1975), or an illusory belief that good things happen to those who work hard (Callan, Ellard, and Nicol 2006). Although such illusory beliefs can also result in an increase in motivation when uncertainty is involved, we argue that based on research on the unsealed-fate superstition (Strickland, Lewicki, and Katz 1966), these illusory beliefs would predict that uncertainty increases motivation only if the size of the reward is yet to be determined. By contrast, we predict that uncertainty increases motivation regardless of whether the size of the uncertain reward is determined before or after the qualifying action is taken.

We further note that our hypothesis may seem incongruent with theory and research on risk aversion, which has documented a reliable preference for certainty in choice and evaluation of gains (Arrow 1965; Bernoulli 1738; Gneezy, List, and Wu 2006; Holt and Laury 2002; Hsee and Weber 1997; Kivetz 2003; Rabin 2000; Rabin and Thaler 2001; Simonsohn 2009). However, research on risk aversion assesses evaluations of outcomes; we, on the other hand, study motivation in the process of reward pursuit.

To recapitulate, we use a dominated-uncertainty paradigm in which we measure individuals’ motivation in an activity that, if they succeed, will qualify them for a reward of either a certain or an uncertain magnitude. The uncertain reward always has a lower expected value than the certain reward, and we assess motivation by the amount of effort, time, and money individuals invest. We propose three specific hypotheses:

H1: The motivating-uncertainty effect: a reward of an uncertain magnitude can be more motivating than a reward of a certain magnitude, even if the uncertain reward has a lower expected value.

H2: The motivating-uncertainty effect occurs when the focus is on the process of reward pursuit rather than on the outcome (the reward itself).

H3: The positive experience in the process of reward pursuit mediates the effect of reward uncertainty on motivation.

We next report four studies that tested these hypotheses across a variety of tasks in which successful performance, if achieved, was rewarded with a real reward of either a certain or an uncertain magnitude. Study 1 provides an initial demonstration that uncertainty can increase motivation (hypothesis 1). Study 2 generalizes the motivating-uncertainty effect to a range of reward probabilities (from 1% to 99%). Study 3 demonstrates that uncertainty increases motivation during rather than before pursuing a reward (hypothesis 2). Finally, study 4 examines the mechanism underlying the motivating-uncertainty effect: uncertainty generates positive experience in the process, thereby boosting motivation (hypotheses 2 and 3).

**STUDY 1: UNCERTAINTY BOOSTS MOTIVATION**

To test whether uncertain rewards increase motivation (hypothesis 1), study 1 compared the percentages of participants who completed a water-drinking task across two conditions: in the certain-reward condition, the reward was $2; in the uncertain-reward condition, the reward was either $2 or $1, determined by a coin toss. The task difficulty was held constant across the two conditions, but the probability of getting the more desirable reward ($2) varied and was neither contingent on the participants’ efforts nor within their control. We predicted that a higher percentage of participants would complete the task for the uncertain reward than for the certain reward, even though the uncertain reward had a lower expected value.

**Method**

Eighty-seven college students (47 women, 40 men) from the University of Chicago took part in this study. Their task was to drink 1.4 liters (about 1.48 quarts) of water in 2 minutes for different cash rewards. Drinking this amount of water is challenging but possible for most people and does not pose health risks, as would be the case for a significantly larger amount of water.

The study adopted a 2 (reward certainty: certain vs. uncertain) between-participants design. Participants completed the study in individual sessions. They were sitting in front of a table on which we presented a $1 bill, a stack of two $1 bills, a straw, and a large (3.8 liter) pitcher of water. The experimenter explained the participants’ task: they must drink some of the water using the straw over a period of 2 minutes in return for a cash reward. In the certain-reward condition, if the participants drank down to an indicated line on the pitcher (corresponding to 1.4 liters of water, although
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participants did not know the exact amount), they would receive $2. While giving these instructions, the experimenter pointed to the stack of two $1 bills. In the uncertain-reward condition, if the participants drank down to the indicated amount, they would receive a reward. The experimenter would then flip a coin to determine whether the reward would be $2 or $1. While giving these instructions, the experimenter pointed to both the $1 bill and the stack of two $1 bills. Because a $2 reward could appear larger when one compares it to $1 (Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec 2003; Hsee and Zhang 2010; Hsee et al. 2009, 2013; Zhang 2014), we let participants in both conditions see the $2 reward with the $1 reward as a reference. In a pretest ($N = 76$) that used the same presentation formats, the subjective evaluation of the $2 reward did not vary across two reward conditions (on a 7-point scale of reward attractiveness: $M_{\text{uncertain}} = 5.27$, $SD_{\text{uncertain}} = 1.35$; $M_{\text{certain}} = 5.30$, $SD_{\text{certain}} = 1.24$; $t < .01$, $p > .90$). As our dependent variable, we measured whether the participant successfully completed the task by drinking up to or more than the indicated amount.

Results and Discussion

In support of hypothesis 1, 70% of the participants in the uncertain-reward condition successfully completed the drinking task, whereas only 43% of the participants in the certain-reward condition successfully completed the task ($\chi^2(1, N = 87) = 6.25$, $p = .012$). This finding suggests that uncertainty increases motivation even though the uncertain reward had a lower expected value and was therefore dominated by the certain reward. Merely adding reward uncertainty motivated an additional 27% of participants to finish drinking the indicated amount of water.

This study employed a performance standard and measured whether participants met that standard (a discrete variable). The motivating-uncertainty effect should also apply to “do your best” goals, such as drinking as much water as possible, which further allows us to measure motivation as a continuous variable. In a follow-up study ($N = 50$), we used a similar procedure, except that it contained an unknown performance standard to make participants’ likelihood of qualifying for a reward increase continuously as they worked harder. Specifically, participants learned that if they drank more than the average of the participants who already completed the study, they would receive a reward. To implement the unknown standard, we instructed participants about the average amount only after they had finished the task. The findings in this follow-up study were consistent with the main study. Participants who were incentivized by an uncertain reward drank more water than those who were incentivized by a certain reward ($M_{\text{uncertain}} = 1.20$ liter, $SD_{\text{uncertain}} = .33$ liter; $M_{\text{certain}} = .95$ liter, $SD_{\text{certain}} = .43$ liter; $t(48) = 2.21$, $p = .032$); that is, the objectively worse uncertain reward increased consumption by 25%.

Taking the findings in the main and follow-up studies together, we found that the prospect of acquiring an uncertain reward increased effort investment. Because the uncertain options had lower expected values, and because research participants (and people in general) aspire for higher expected values, we can further conclude that uncertainty increased motivation even more than lower expected value decreased motivation.

Study 1 adopted 50% as the probability for the uncertain reward. A question remains of whether the motivating-uncertainty effect is specific to a particular reward probability, such as 50%, or is generalizable to different reward probabilities. Because the motivating-uncertainty effect is based on the positive feelings stimulated by uncertainty, we predict that any specific probabilities, as well as an unspecified probability, should lead to a boost in motivation.

STUDY 2: THE MOTIVATING-UNCERTAINTY EFFECT APPLIES TO DIFFERENT REWARD PROBABILITIES

Study 2 explored different probabilities of receiving a better reward outcome and compared the motivational effect of a certain reward with the motivational effect of each of these uncertain rewards. Specifically, participants evaluated a series of print advertisements in return for either a reward of a certain magnitude (two certain-reward conditions: $0.20$ and $0.50$) or a reward of an uncertain magnitude (six uncertain-reward conditions: a chance at $0.50$ instead of $0.20$ ranging from 1% to 99% or an unspecified probability). Based on hypothesis 1, we predicted that the participants would invest more effort and time (i.e., evaluate more advertisements) in the pursuit of an uncertain reward, regardless of reward probability, than in pursuit of a certain reward.

Method

Five hundred and thirty native English speakers (284 women, 246 men) in the United States completed the study on Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were asked to participate in a marketing survey in which they evaluated a number of print advertisements in return for $1, and they had the opportunity to receive a bonus of either $0.20 or $0.50 by completing extra work. This study adopted an eight-condition (chance of receiving the larger instead of smaller bonus: 0%, 1%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 99%, 100%, and unspecified) between-participants design. We used the same task and possible incentives across all conditions and only varied the probability of getting the higher bonus.

The participants’ task was to view and evaluate print advertisements. Each print advertisement was displayed on the screen for 12 seconds before participants could provide their evaluation on a 10-point scale (1 = “it sucks”; 10 = “it’s awesome”). Participants received a flat payment of $1 for the first 60 print advertisements evaluated. Afterward, they could continue evaluating advertisements or stop at any point. We measured participants’ motivation as a continuous variable, using a procedure similar to the one in the follow-up to study 1. Participants read that to receive a bonus on top of their flat payment, they would need to do better than the average; that is, they would need to evaluate more ad-
vertisements than the average number evaluated by others who completed the survey. Participants did not know what that average was, and thus, by putting more work into evaluating advertisements, they increased their chances of receiving a bonus.

We manipulated the bonus; Table 1 presents the bonus options. Of the eight conditions, two were certain-reward conditions (i.e., eligible participants received $0.20 for sure and $0.50 for sure) and six were uncertain-reward conditions. Of the six uncertain-reward conditions, five had a specified reward probability (e.g., eligible participants had a 50% chance of receiving $0.50 and a 50% chance of receiving $0.20), and one had an unspecified reward probability (“you will receive either $0.50 or $0.20, but the chance of receiving one or the other is unknown”). The dependent variable was the number of advertisements evaluated beyond the required 60 advertisements.

Results and Discussion

Because the distribution of the number of extra advertisements evaluated was highly skewed (Skewness = 3.24, SD = .11, p < .001), we log-transformed the responses prior to analyses and report means and standard deviations after reversed transformation. Notably, we obtained similar results using untransformed responses here and in subsequent studies. The number of extra advertisements varied across conditions ($F(7, 530) = 5.24, p < .001$; Table 1). In support of hypothesis 1, a contrast analysis revealed that participants in the uncertain-reward conditions (1%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 99%, and unspecified probability) evaluated more extra advertisements than those in the certain-reward conditions (0% and 100%; $M_{uncertain} = 6.08, SD_{uncertain} = 3.97; M_{certain} = 1.92, SD_{certain} = 0.92, t(528) = 5.86; p < .001$). In addition, participants in the uncertain-reward conditions evaluated more extra advertisements than those in the 100%-certain-reward condition ($M_{uncertain} = 6.08, SD_{uncertain} = 3.65; M_{100%-certain} = 3.24, SD_{100%-certain} = 3.31; t(467) = 3.97, p < .001$), suggesting that an uncertain $0.30 increment had a larger effect on task motivation than a certain $0.30 increment. Interestingly, although increasing the bonus by $0.30 was not sufficient to motivate participants to evaluate significantly more advertisements (for the difference between the two certain rewards: $t < 1$), adding uncertainty, regardless of probabilities, to the bonus size increased motivation: all paired comparisons between each uncertain-reward condition and the 100%-certain-reward condition were significant ($t’s > 2.5, p’s < .05$), and all paired-comparisons between any two uncertain conditions were not significant ($t’s < 1.5, p’s > .3$). The similar results across all uncertain conditions could be due to probability neglect (Rottenstreich and Kivetz 2006; Sunstein 2003), in which case, although participants were sensitive to the probable nature of an outcome, they were insensitive to different probabilities.

We conducted further analyses to separate the effect on (a) the percentage of participants who continued the task beyond the required first 60 advertisements and (b) the average number of extra advertisements evaluated by those who continued. Results of these analyses, also presented in Table 1, add additional support to our hypothesis.

### Table 1

**Performance Results for Study 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonus</th>
<th>Combined analysis: Number of extra ads evaluated</th>
<th>Separate analyses</th>
<th>Number of extra ads evaluated among those evaluating extra ads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% certain ($0.20)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% uncertain (1% chance at $0.50 and 99% chance at $0.20)</td>
<td>6.43**</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% uncertain (40% chance at $0.50 and 60% chance at $0.20)</td>
<td>5.27*</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% uncertain (50% chance at $0.50 and 50% chance at $0.20)</td>
<td>7.27***</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% uncertain (60% chance at $0.50 and 40% chance at $0.20)</td>
<td>5.53**</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99% uncertain (99% chance at $0.50 and 1% chance at $0.20)</td>
<td>6.61**</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p% uncertain (either $0.50 or $0.20, but the chance of receiving either is unknown)</td>
<td>5.61**</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% certain ($0.50)</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Means and standard deviations are presented after reversed transformation. For each reported variable, numbers with asterisks are significantly different at the given level from the 100%-certain-reward condition (i.e., our comparison standard).

* $p < .05$.
** $p < .01$.
*** $p < .001$.
table 1, suggest that, compared to the economically better and strictly dominating certain reward ($0.50 for sure), all of the uncertain rewards increased either the percentage of participants who continued the task, the number of extra advertisements evaluated by those who continued the task, or both.

An uncertain reward magnitude can mean either that the probability of the large reward is known between 0 and 1 or that the probability of the large reward is unknown (Knight 1921; Tversky and Fox 1995). In this study, we examined both. We also explored different specific known probabilities. Regardless of whether the reward probability is specified, and regardless of what the specified probability is, adding uncertainty to rewards boosts motivation.

Studies 1 and 2 assessed motivation in the process of pursuing a reward. In the next study, we further assess motivation in planning an activity when the focus is on the outcome. Comparing the effect of uncertainty when the focus is on the process versus the outcome of reward pursuit allows us to explore the cause of the motivating-uncertainty effect—that uncertainty generates positive experience in the process. If uncertainty feels good, it should increase resource investment when people decide whether or not to continue investing resources but not when people evaluate the potential rewards prior to the pursuit of these rewards. Furthermore, it might be the case that putting participants in a situation in which goal achievement was uncertain made them more responsive to an uncertain reward because of a better perceived fit. In the next study, we rule out this alternative by introducing a moderator—the focus on outcome versus process—and predicting that uncertainty would only boost motivation when the focus is on the process.

STUDY 3: UNCERTAINTY INCREASES MOTIVATION IN THE PROCESS OF PURSUING A REWARD

Study 3 tested whether the focus on the process versus the outcome of working toward a reward moderates the motivating-uncertainty effect (hypothesis 2). We hypothesized that a reward of an uncertain magnitude is more motivating than a reward of a certain magnitude in the process of pursuing the reward but that the opposite pattern holds beforehand when the focus is on the outcome. To test this prediction, we set up an auction in which participants bid against each other to win an auction item. The auction item was either a bag of a certain number of Godiva chocolate truffles or a bag of an uncertain number of Godiva chocolate truffles. We manipulated how willingness to pay (WTP) was elicited. In one condition, participants generated their WTP through actual bidding (i.e., focus on the process) and in the other condition, they generated their WTP in advance, stating their reservation price before bidding (i.e., focus on the outcome). Presumably, actual bidding draws people’s attention to the process (the experience of the auction), whereas an advance statement draws people’s attention to the outcome (the value of the item; Cheema, Chakravarti, and Sinha 2012; Hsee, Zhang et al. 2003). We predicted higher WTP for the uncertain (vs. certain) auction item when prices were solicited in the actual bidding rather than in the advance statement.

Our paradigm in study 3 contains several notable features. First, participants paid cash out-of-pocket for the auction item so the bids were consequential; either participants won the auction and paid for the auction item or they lost it. Second, we determined the outcome of the uncertain reward before the auction. The uncertain chocolate bag already had either a small or a large number of truffles, but the experimenter did not reveal the actual number to the participants until the end of the auction. This latter feature allowed us to rule out a possible explanation the superstitious belief that good things happen to those who work hard (Callan et al. 2006; Converse, Risen, and Carter 2012; Langer 1975), that is, that by paying more, one can increase his/her chances of getting the larger number of truffles. Such magical belief should not occur if the reward is determined before the person invests resources (Strickland et al. 1966).

Method

One hundred and thirty-eight college students (79 women, 59 men) from the University of Chicago took part in this study for a nominal payment of $2. This study adopted a 2 (reward certainty: certain vs. uncertain) × 2 (elicitation method: actual bidding vs. advance statement) between-participants design. Participants completed the study in groups of three. Their task was to bid on a bag of Godiva chocolate truffles.

The experimenter assumed the role of the auctioneer and ran each group separately. All participants saw a bag on the table. In the certain-reward condition, the auctioneer unwrapped the bag to reveal four truffles. In the uncertain-reward condition, the auctioneer did not reveal the content of the bag; instead, he announced that there was an equal chance that the bag contained two or four truffles. Participants in this condition saw a sample of a Godiva chocolate truffle and learned that they would find out the exact number of truffles in the bag by the end of the auction.

Participants then read the auction instructions: they would bid for eight rounds, and in each round, they could either repeat the bid from their last round or give a higher bid. They would write down their bid on the paper and show the bid to the auctioneer and other bidders after everyone had finished writing. No other communication was allowed during the auction. The winner of the auction would be the person who submitted the highest bid in the final round in the group. Then he/she would pay the second-highest bid in the final round in return for the truffles (this procedure incentivized bidders to bid on their true value; Vickrey 1961).

After reading the instructions, participants in the advance-statement condition stated their WTP in the upcoming auction (“the highest bid I would give to the auction item,” i.e., their reservation price). Any bid that each participant subsequently gave should have been lower than or equal to this
WTP. Participants listed their WTP on a piece of paper and kept the paper with them until the end of the study. Participants in the actual-bidding condition did not list their WTP in advance. All participants then proceeded to the auction.

For our dependent variables, we measured the second-highest WTP of each group in all conditions. We used only one price per group because the process of bidding created a dependency between the values solicited by participants within each three-person group. Although advance statements were independent of each other, we needed to use the same measurement approach to compare them with final bids. Finally, although participants in the advance-statement condition continued to complete the auction, we used their actual bidding data only in an exploratory analysis because the procedure of advance statement meant that both outcome focus and process focus influenced these bids.

Results and Discussion

Because the distribution of the WTP responses was highly skewed (Skewness = 2.79, SD = .35, p < .001), we log-transformed the responses prior to analyses and report means and standard deviations after reversed transformation. In support of hypothesis 2, an ANOVA of WTP revealed an interaction between reward certainty and elicitation method (F(1, 46) = 15.24, p < .001; see fig. 1). The ANOVA revealed no main effects for reward certainty (F < 1), although a main effect for elicitation method did arise (F(1, 46) = 12.97, p = .001), indicating that advance statements were higher than actual bids (consistent with findings on inflation of stated WTP; Voelckner 2006; Wertenbroch and Skiera 2002).

A contrast analysis revealed that the WTP through actual bidding was higher for the uncertain bag (two or four truffles; $1.49, SD = 1.55) than for the certain bag (four truffles; $1.41, SD = 2.00; t(21) = 3.62, p < .01). By contrast, the WTP elicited through advance statements was higher for the certain bag (four truffles; $2.37, SD = 1.67) than for the uncertain bag (two or four truffles; $1.41, SD = 2.00; t(21) = 2.01, p = .06). These results suggest that advance statements appear to be sensitive to expected values and potentially reflect a preference for certainty. But, as a person went through the process of bidding, uncertainty led to higher bids. We note that in this design, a comparison of the certain-reward conditions across the advance-statement and actual-bidding conditions is not meaningful because we used a different method for eliciting WTP, which in turn had a main effect on elicited prices.

As an exploratory analysis, we looked at the final actual bid data of those who listed their WTP before the auction (in the advance-statement condition). An ANOVA of WTP on elicitation method (this time, within-subjects) × reward certainty revealed a main effect for elicitation method (F(1, 21) = 13.56, p = .001), no main effect for reward certainty (F < 1), and no interaction between elicitation method and reward certainty (F(1, 21) = 2.80, p = .11). The WTP elicited through advance statements for the certain bag was higher than that for the uncertain bag (as noted above), but the WTP through actual bidding was similar for certain and uncertain bags ($0.87, SDcertain = 2.93; Muncertain = $0.97, SĐuncertain = $2.27; t < 1). The latter null effect could be a combined effect of uncertainty undermining motivation in advance statements (i.e., outcome focused) and increasing motivation in actual bidding (i.e., process focused).

The results of study 3 demonstrate that uncertainty increases motivation when people invest resources in the ac-
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**FIGURE 1**

BIDDING RESULTS IN STUDY 3

NOTE.—Bidders set a lower advance WTP for the uncertain auction item but paid a higher price after an eight-round auction.
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tual pursuit of the reward rather than when they focus on the outcome of their actions and make decisions in prospect. Thus, the focus on the process versus outcome of pursuing a reward moderates the motivating-uncertainty effect.

By including the advance-statement condition, we were able to replicate the previously widely documented uncertainty aversion (Gneezy et al. 2006; Kahneman and Tversky 1979), but only when the focus was on the outcome of the action. In fact, almost all situations in which previous researchers found uncertainty aversion were in outcome-focused choices and judgments (e.g., Gneezy et al. 2006) and before pursuing a reward (e.g., Kivetz 2003). In addition, moderation by how the decision is elicited (advance judgment vs. actual action) hints at the mechanism for the motivating-uncertainty effect: the positive experience of pursuing a reward. In the next, and final, study, we seek more direct evidence that the positive experience from uncertainty underlies the motivating-uncertainty effect. In study 4, all participants are working toward the reward, but we direct their attention to either the process or the outcome of their actions. We expect uncertainty to generate positive experience, such as excitement and interest, and to boost motivation only when participants focus on the process.

STUDY 4: UNCERTAINTY GENERATES POSITIVE EXPERIENCE

In study 4, we examined whether uncertainty in a reward indeed makes the pursuit of the reward more exciting and interesting and hence more motivating (hypothesis 3). We used a mediation approach to test this hypothesis.

This study used an auction similar to the one used by shopping websites such as eBay. We elicited participants’ WTP gradually until it reached the maximum, via actual bidding. Participants successfully purchased the auction item if their WTP was higher than the predetermined asking price (a procedure similar to the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak method; see Becker, DeGroot, and Marschak 1964). In this paradigm, a higher WTP reflected a greater motivation to get the auction item. We manipulated the focus on the process, the outcome, or neither (control condition) during the auction, and we expected this variable to moderate the motivating-uncertainty effect. We expected control (no treatment) participants to focus on the process as those in the previous studies did. Based on hypothesis 2, we predicted that, whereas participants who focused on the process spontaneously (control condition) or experimentally would be willing to pay a higher final price to purchase an item of an uncertain magnitude than an item of a certain magnitude, participants who focused on the outcome would be willing to pay a lower price for the uncertain item than the certain item.

To test whether positive experience underlies the motivating-uncertainty effect (hypothesis 3), we measured both the experience of the bidding process and the attractiveness of the auction item. According to our theorizing, process experience, rather than reward attractiveness, would predict bidding prices in the control and process conditions. That is, process experience would mediate the effect of uncertainty on bidding prices in these conditions. By contrast, reward attractiveness, rather than process experience, would predict bidding prices in the outcome condition. That is, reward attractiveness would mediate the effect of uncertainty on bidding prices in this condition.

Method

One hundred and eighty-five Chicago residents (102 women, 83 men) visited a downtown lab of the University of Chicago and participated in the study for a nominal payment of $2. The study adopted a 2 (reward certainty: certain vs. uncertain) × 3 (focus: control vs. process vs. outcome) between-participants design. Participants bid on chocolate coins and purchased the chocolate coins if their WTP was equal to or higher than a preset (but unknown) seller’s asking price.

As a buyer, each participant completed the study with only the experimenter, who assumed the role of the seller, in the room. Each participant (i.e., buyer) sat in front of a wide table, with the experimenter (i.e., seller) sitting on the side. The participant completed three auctions. In each auction, the experimenter placed an opaque cup covering some chocolate coins, a closed envelope containing the seller’s price, and a bid card on the table. The participant placed a bid for the chocolate coins. All auctions used the same price-eliciting procedure, in which the experimenter announced a sequence of prices starting at $0.10 and increasing in increments of $0.05 (e.g., $0.10, $0.15, $0.20, etc.). The participant answered “yes” if he/she found the price acceptable and “no” if he/she would not pay the price. The experimenter stopped asking after the first price that the participant indicated he/she would not be willing to pay. Then the experimenter asked the participant to specify his/her price for the auction item, which was between the last and the second-to-last prices on the bid card (e.g., $1.08 between $1.10 and $1.05). The experimenter then moved on to the next auction.

The experimenter informed the participants that when setting the asking price, the seller had the same information as they did regarding the number of chocolate coins under the cup. The participants would not know the seller’s asking price for each cup of chocolate coins until the end of all three auctions. At the end of all of the auctions, the participants opened the envelopes to find out the seller’s asking price for each cup (cup 1: $3.63, cup 2: $3.45, and cup 3: $3.66). If any of the buyer’s elicited prices were as high as or higher than the seller’s asking price, the participants paid the seller’s asking price for the chocolate coins and took the chocolate coins home. If any of the buyer’s elicited prices were lower than the seller’s price, no transaction occurred. All transactions were real and binding.

We manipulated reward certainty. In the certain-reward conditions, each cup contained five chocolate coins, and in the uncertain-reward conditions, each cup contained either three or five chocolate coins, with equal probability. In the certain-reward conditions, the experimenter removed the cup before each auction and let the participant see the five choc-
olate coins, whereas in the uncertain-reward conditions, the experimenter did not remove the cups until the end of all three auctions. The participant read about the entire procedure before starting the auctions, and the experimenter further read the instructions aloud to make sure everything was clear to the participant.

We manipulated the focus on process, outcome, or control. In the control conditions, the participants received the aforementioned auction instructions. In the process conditions, the participant further read, “Enjoy the auction” just before the auctions began. In the outcome conditions, the participant further read, “The auctions are a way to get the coins at a good price.”

Our main dependent variable was total WTP for all three auctions. A higher WTP for an auction reflects a higher investment (money) incentivized by the reward. Because participants in both the certain and uncertain conditions did not find out the seller’s price until the end of all auctions, and because the participants in the uncertain conditions did not find out the number of chocolate coins in each cup until the end, the three auctions combined were similar to the auction in study 3. Therefore, we used the sum of the WTP across all three auctions as our primary measure of motivation.

To assess the experience of the bidding process, participants rated the extent to which they found the auction (a) interesting (1 = Not interesting at all, 9 = Very interesting) and (b) exciting (1 = Not exciting at all, 9 = Very exciting). To assess the attractiveness of the reward, we asked participants to rate the attractiveness of the auction item (i.e., the reward; 1 = Not attractive at all, 9 = Very attractive). Participants completed these questions after the three auctions were completed and before we revealed the auction items. (We also asked participants to rate the extent to which they found the auction item valuable, but this rating was generally low across all conditions ($M = 3.91, SD = 2.22$) and thus was dropped from further analyses.)

A secondary measure of motivation was whether participants wanted to continue the bidding activity. Immediately after the three auctions, the experimenter provided an optional fourth auction for all participants. The fourth round followed the same bidding rules and (un)certainty settings as the previous rounds, and all participants remained in their original condition. We coded whether participants chose to continue to a fourth round as a binary variable.

Results and Discussion

Willingness to Pay. We log-transformed WTP due to its positively skewed distribution (Skewness = 3.47, SD = 18, $p < .001$), and we report means and standard deviations after reversed transformation. As predicted, an ANOVA of WTP yielded an interaction between reward certainty and focus ($F(2, 185) = 9.44, p < .001$). The ANOVA further yielded a main effect for reward certainty ($F(1, 185) = 3.92, p = .049$), indicating a higher WTP in the uncertain- versus certain-reward conditions and a marginal main effect for focus ($F(2, 185) = 2.56, p = .08$), indicating different WTPs in the control, process, and outcome conditions. Figure 2 displays the results.

Contrast analyses within each focus condition indicate that the motivating-uncertainty effect occurred in both the control and the process conditions but not in the outcome condition. Specifically, participants in the control condition set higher bids for the uncertain chocolate coins ($M = 1.89, SD = 1.87$) than for the certain chocolate coins ($M = 1.25, SD = 1.81$; $t(53) = 2.51, p = .015$), as did the participants in the process condition ($M_{uncertain} = 1.56, SD_{uncertain} = 2.00; M_{certain} = 0.83, SD_{certain} = 2.61; t(62) = 3.03, p < .01$). However, participants in the outcome condition...
condition set lower bids for the uncertain chocolate coins ($M = 1.11$, $SD = 1.67$) than for the certain chocolate coins ($M = 1.68$, $SD = 2.19$; $t(64) = 2.46, p = .017$). These findings confirm that uncertainty boosts motivation for those focusing on the process rather than the outcome of bidding.

Another ANOVA of WTP on the control and process conditions yielded no interaction between reward certainty and focus ($F < 1$), which suggests similar effects across these conditions. This result is consistent with our assumption that participants in the control condition may have naturally focused on process. Therefore, it allowed us to collapse the control and process conditions in subsequent mediation analyses.

**Mediations by Process Experience and Reward Attractiveness.** We averaged the ratings of excitement and interest into an index of process experience ($\alpha = .90$). Table 2 displays process experience ratings as well as reward attractiveness ratings by condition. To test whether process experience mediated the effects of reward certainty on WTP, and whether focus moderated such mediation, we tested the moderated-mediation model by following the procedure outlined in Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007). The conditional indirect effect of reward certainty on WTP through process experience was significant in the combined control and process condition ($B_{\text{conditional indirect}} = .07, SE = .03; 95\% \text{ C.I.} = [.02, .13]$; based on 10,000 bootstrap samples) but not in the outcome condition ($B_{\text{conditional indirect}} = .01, SE = .02; 95\% \text{ C.I.} = [−.03, .07]$). Specifically, in the combined control and process condition, an uncertain (vs. certain) reward directly increased WTP ($B = .23, SE = .06, p < .001$). In addition, an uncertain (vs. certain) reward increased positive process experience ($B = 1.19, SE = .35, p = .001$), which in turn increased WTP ($B = .07, SE = .01, p < .001$). This result indicates that increased process experience mediated the effect of reward certainty on WTP but did so only when participants focused on the process of the auction.

We further tested for attractiveness of the reward in a similar moderated-mediation model. If we found that the conditional indirect effect of reward certainty on WTP through reward attractiveness was not significant in the combined control and process condition ($B_{\text{conditional indirect}} = .02, SE = .02; 95\% \text{ C.I.} = [−.06, .02]$; based on 10,000 bootstrap samples) but that it was significant in the outcome condition ($B_{\text{conditional indirect}} = .04, SE = .03; 95\% \text{ C.I.} = [−.12, .00]$). Specifically, in the outcome condition, a certain (vs. uncertain) reward directly increased WTP ($B = .18, SE = .07, p = .017$). In addition, a certain (vs. uncertain) reward directionally (though not significantly) increased reward attractiveness ($B = −.87, SE = .54, p = .11$), which in turn increased WTP ($B = .04, SE = .34, p < .01$). The result indicates that increased reward attractiveness mediated the effect of reward certainty on WTP only when participants focused on the outcome of the auctions.

**Willingness to Continue.** The results for willingness to continue, although less strong, were also consistent with hypothesis 2 (fig. 3). We found a marginally significant main effect for reward certainty on willingness to continue (certain vs. uncertain: Wald’s $\chi^2(1, N = 185) = 3.03, p = .082$), along with no main effect for focus (control vs. process vs. outcome: Wald’s $\chi^2(1, N = 185) = 2.47, p = .116$) and no interaction (Wald’s $\chi^2(1, N = 185) = 2.45, p = .117$). Contrast analyses revealed that more participants chose to have another uncertain (vs. certain) auction in the process condition (uncertain vs. certain: 62% vs. 33%, $\chi^2(1, N = 64) = 5.16, p = .023$) but not in the outcome condition (uncertain vs. certain: 45% vs. 62%, $\chi^2(1, N = 66) = 1.97, p = .16$). When the control and the process conditions were collapsed, the motivational effect of uncertainty again occurred for willingness to continue (uncertain vs. certain: 60% vs. 40%, $\chi^2(1, N = 119) = 4.44, p = .035$), although the control condition alone only directionally replicated the effect (uncertain vs. certain: 57% vs. 48%, $\chi^2 < 1$). These results provide additional support for the motivating-uncertainty effect (hypothesis 1) and its moderation effect (hypothesis 2).

In summary, study 4 not only demonstrated the motivating-uncertainty effect but also identified when and why this effect happens. Drawing people’s attention to the process (vs. outcome) of reward pursuits makes them evaluate this experience more positively (i.e., increases the value of the process attribute) and care more about this experience (i.e., increases the decision weight of the process attribute). As a result, people invest more resources in pursuing uncertain rewards than certain rewards of a higher expected value.

Although we found similar results in the control and the process conditions, we want to be cautious about generalizing the similarities between the two. We do not want to speak for a null-result finding; the fact that the difference is minimal might be due to the subtle manipulation in the process conditions. We also do not claim that everyone spontaneously finds the experience of every activity positive. Some activities (e.g., auctions and gambles) have greater excitement potential than others, and some people have a stronger disposition to seek positive experience (e.g., sensation-seeking individuals; Zuckerman 2007).
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NOTE.—Choices of an additional round were a function of focus and uncertainty.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Life is full of uncertainties. Previous literature documents a preference for certain over uncertain rewards in evaluation of outcomes, specifically in the domain of gains (Arrow 1965; Bernoulli 1738; Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Moving beyond which outcomes people prefer, we ask what type of reward increases their motivation in the process of reward pursuit, and we find that a reward of an uncertain magnitude is more motivating than a reward of a certain magnitude, even when the uncertain reward has a lower expected value.

We demonstrated this motivating-uncertainty effect in a series of studies involving activities with real consequences. We found that more participants completed a water-drinking task in the pursuit of a reward of an uncertain magnitude than in the pursuit of a reward of a certain and larger magnitude (study 1) and that participants rated more advertisements in return for a reward of an uncertain magnitude, regardless of the specific reward probability (study 2). We further found in study 3 that the motivational boost from uncertainty occurred only for those focusing on the process of pursuing a reward, rather than those focusing on the outcome. Finally, in study 4, we demonstrated that in the process of bidding, uncertainty increased investment as long as participants’ focus was on the process and not on the outcome of their actions. When participants focused on the outcome, uncertainty (coupled with lower expected value) decreased their investment. Importantly, we also found that uncertainty induced positive experience such as excitement, which in turn increased motivation to invest in the pursuit of uncertain rewards. In sum, uncertainty in rewards induces positive experience and increases investment of effort, time, and money in pursuing rewards.

In addition to the moderating conditions tested in the studies, other background conditions may exist for the motivating-uncertainty effect, and they await further research. For example, the effect may be more likely to arise for tedious activities than for interesting activities because boring tasks may have more room to benefit from uncertainty-generated excitement (though, notably, we observed the effect both for tedious activities such as evaluating ads in study 2 and for more interesting activities such as bidding in study 3). Another possible background condition for the effect is that the procedure of the task does not focus people’s attention on the outcome. Indeed, in study 4, the motivating-uncertainty effect was attenuated when participants were instructed to attend to the outcome. A third possible background condition for the motivating-uncertainty effect is reward magnitude. We suspect that as the magnitude of the reward scales up, the effect might become weaker because large outcomes may shift people’s attention from the process to the outcome.

**Relationship with Prior Research**

Decision research has largely viewed uncertainty as a negative influence in decision making (e.g., Gneezy et al. 2006; Rabin 2000; von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944). Although some have shown that uncertainty can have a positive impact on affective experience (Bar-Anan et al. 2009; Moon and Neilson 2014; Wilson et al. 2005; Whitchurch, Wilson, and Gilbert 2011), this impact does not seem to extend to choice or other consequential behaviors (Lee and Qiu 2009).

Recent research by Gneezy and colleagues (2006) showed that in the gain domain, people value an uncertain prospect even less than its worst possible outcome. Studies have replicated this effect across various choice and evaluation tasks (Markle et al. 2014; Moon and Nelson 2014; Simonsohn...
2009; Sonsino 2008; Wang, Feng, and Keller 2014; Yang, Vogserau, and Loewenstein 2013). These studies have explained it in terms of distaste for uncertainty such that uncertainty has a negative utility (Simonsohn 2009) and in terms of differential outcome framing (e.g., “lottery tickets” for uncertain gains and “gift certificate” for certain gains; Yang et al. 2013). The finding that an uncertain prospect is valued less than its worst possible outcome may appear to contradict our finding that an uncertain reward is more motivating than its best possible outcome. To explain this discrepancy, we distinguish between decisions with a focus on outcome and decisions with a focus on process (see also Higgins et al. 2003; Touré-Tillery and Fishbach 2011). We speculate that uncertainty aversion emerges in the former type of decisions, whereas motivating uncertainty emerges in the latter type. Focusing on process rather than outcome can change people’s feelings toward uncertainty from negative (aversion) to positive (excitement, interest). Indeed, in study 3, bidders valued the uncertain item less than the certain item before the auction, but they found the uncertain item more motivating than the certain item during the auction, although the comparison in our study is somewhat different than that in Gneezy et al.’s (2006).

Our excitement account has its root in existing literature. Cognitive research on achievement motivation finds that tasks with a moderate level of uncertainty energize people and stimulate their motivation (Atkinson 1957; Brehm and Self 1989; Brehm et al. 1983; Locke and Latham 2006). These researchers find that uncertainty about the likelihood of qualifying for a reward can be challenging and hence motivating. We add to this literature by suggesting that for those who qualified, uncertainty about reward magnitude also boosts motivation. In addition, personality research finds that gamblers seek excitement through uncertain games (Wagenaa 1989; Zuckerman 2007), and these findings on individual differences complement our (and other) research on situations in which uncertainty boosts motivation.

Using a similar paradigm of comparing a certain reward to a dominated uncertain reward, Goldsmith and Amir (2010) found no difference between these reward conditions, whereas we found a positive effect of uncertain rewards. Importantly, however, we only found this effect when participants focused on the process and not when they focused on the outcome. If we think of decisions as varying on a continuum, from those that are completely process-focused to those that are completely outcome-focused, the decisions in Goldsmith and Amir (2010) may have fallen somewhere in the middle of the continuum. We speculate that this would explain why those authors found no difference between the certain and uncertain reward conditions. Consistent with this speculation, those authors noted that when participants focused on the outcome, such as deliberately considering outcome probabilities in their study 2, they favored the certain gain over the uncertain gain.

Furthermore, most decision models have assumed independence between the value function and the probability function (e.g., Expected Utility Theory: Bernoulli 1738; von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944; Prospect Theory: Tversky and Kahneman 1979, 1992; also see Coombs and Huang 1970; Markowitz 1987; Sharpe 1970). However, our research suggests that these two functions may be independent such that uncertainty brings additional value to the pursuit of the outcome (see Jia and Dyer [1996] and Slovic et al. [2007] for related arguments.) We look forward to better models to capture how people behave under uncertainty.

Marketing Implications

Our research documented the motivating-uncertainty effect, and in this section, we discuss its implications for real-world consumer behaviors. We argue that uncertain rewards can be beneficial for marketers and policy makers, and we analyze the conditions under which including uncertain rewards would likely be most beneficial.

Uncertain Rewards in Marketing. The benefits of uncertain rewards are threefold. First, as we have shown, from the motivation perspective, uncertain rewards can increase resource investment. Second, from an economic perspective, uncertain rewards can be less expensive because, as demonstrated in our studies, an uncertain reward can be more motivating than a certain reward of a higher expected value.

Third, from a hedonic perspective, uncertainty can be a source of positive experience and hence can increase consumer enjoyment and satisfaction. For example, compared to a promotion that offers a certain reward for qualified shoppers (e.g., “$50 off if you spend over $200”), a promotion that offers an uncertain reward (e.g., “$30 or $50 off if you spend over $200”) feels like a game, making shopping fun and engaging. Thus, adding uncertainty into rewards, like other nudging ideas (Huang and Soman 2013; Thaler and Sunstein 2008), can be an effective marketing strategy.

How to Design Uncertain-Reward Programs. Although uncertainty might become less motivating as the reward magnitude increases, this does not undermine the importance or limit the applications of our research. In fact, uncertain rewards could still be effective at the aggregate level. For example, when adding uncertainty to small-value coupons, marketers may slightly increase each consumer’s spending, and such a slight increase in individual spending could have a large impact on the economy, such as a positive signal of recovery from a recession when Black Friday sales increase.

In applying our findings to reward programs, one should keep in mind that the motivating-uncertainty effect requires consumers to focus on the process of reward pursuit. Our findings suggest that uncertainty motivates people only while and not before engaging in the activity. This finding implies that before “working” (e.g., shopping in a store, eating in a restaurant, donating to a charity), consumers would be less likely to opt in to a reward program with uncertain rewards than to one with certain rewards, although they would work harder in the program with uncertain re-
wards. Accordingly, marketers should target different consumers with different types of incentives: certain rewards to potential new customers who are not yet part of the reward program and uncertain rewards to existing customers who are already in the “process” (the reward program). In fact, to maximize their customer base and to fully utilize both rewards, marketers can even combine both certain and uncertain rewards in a reward program, with the certain rewards highlighted when recruiting new members and the uncertain rewards highlighted when motivating existing customers.

Closing Remarks

For centuries, research on uncertainty has mainly investigated the negative impact on judgment (Gneezy et al. 2006) and choice (Bernoulli 1738; Kahneman and Tversky 1979). The present research shows that uncertainty can have a positive impact on behavior: it brings excitement and boosts motivation. We hope the current research will stimulate future researchers to further explore the topic and imbue them with the uncertainty, hence the excitement, of new discoveries.

DATA COLLECTION INFORMATION

The first author supervised the collection of data by research assistants at the University of Chicago’s Decision Research Lab (Campus) between the winter and spring of 2013 and the spring of 2014 for study 1 and between the winter and spring of 2011 for study 3. The first author also managed the collection of data for study 4 by research assistants at the University of Chicago’s Decision Research Lab (Downtown) between the spring and summer of 2012. These data were analyzed by the first author with the support of a statistician at the University of Chicago.
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